KALTURA PERSONAL CAPTURE
Everyone is a Creator
Video creation is an integral part of today's Digital Workplace. Kaltura Personal Capture is the latest
addition to the Kaltura Capture family of products. Included as part of your Kaltura instance, it
combines an intuitive interface with a user-centric experience and interactive viewing to enable easy

USE CASES

personal video creation anywhere and by anyone. With Kaltura Personal Capture, professional-looking
videos and other rich media creation are made easy, without needing specialized equipment and

Kaltura Personal Capture is the

training.

simplest way to include video in your
day-to-day workflows.

BENEFITS

Kalura Personal Capture for
Education enables:



One Click to Record
Intuitive user interface: one click to record, with no extra setup or learning curve

 
 
 

Capture multi-stream recordings synchronized with a PowerPoint presentation and screen capture
Content creation can be done oﬀline, on-the-go for later upload
Support on both Windows and Mac

Kaltura Personal Capture for
Enterprise enables:

   
  

Smarter Videos
Viewers can navigate within the interactive video player to desired content, search through slide
text, switch between video streams, and view picture in picture
User-centric design for easy creation of professional-looking video presentations
Automatic slide detection, chaptering and recommended tags
Annotations, including drawing and arrows, and highlighted mouse clicks
Leverages the rest of Kaltura’s wide range of tools for enrichment and deployment, including
captions, quizzes, calls-to-action, editing, and more

Create More, Share More
Part of Kaltura's Capture Suite. Use one platform for lecture capture,
personal capture, VOD, and live broadcast
Built into your Learning and Content Management Systems and Kaltura
MediaSpace instance with seamless recording-to-viewing workflow
Easily search, discover, and share internally via Kaltura MediaSpace or
Kaltura's plugins for Learning and Content Management or embed
externally in any website
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